




WELCOME MESSAGE FROM HEAD LIBRARIAN
18 Sep 2014 Comments: 

I would like to welcome all new staff and trainee teachers to our recently-renovated Library. Many of you have attended the Library Mini-fair held last month.  If you had 

taken the library tour, we would have shown you new equipment and furniture at Levels 2 and 3.  If you haven’t, here’s a brief recap!

The RFID-enabled real time bookdrop is located near the entrance.  It is operational 24/7.  Upon entering the library you will see the one-stop service point, the touch 

screen online catalogue-cum-library facilities booking system and the self-check-out stations.

The Reserves is situated next to the Information Desk.  It houses the Red-Spot collection, Media materials, Reference books and the Big Books for children.  We have 

added a Research Commons where you can search databases online at any of the 16 workstations. To find your way around the library, try our Interactive Electronic 

Directory that you can navigate by just touching the screen. 

At Level 3, spacious collaborative study areas and lounges await you and your study group. Follow the coffee aroma to the lifestyle café where you will be tempted by a 

range of beverages, pastries and snacks. All tables are equipped with power points for you to access the library electronic resources wirelessly from your own notebook or 

mobile device. Security anchors to lock your notebook provide peace of mind should you need to nip away from your seat for a minute.

Those who would like to know more about 3D printing are welcome to view demos of the 3D printer at the Makerspace corner.  To know more about our Library Spaces, 

please click here to read our article.

In other articles, you will find useful tips to help you start your research and prepare your lesson plans.  Check out our recommendation of the book “From Nurturing 

Plants to Growing Teachers”.  In the final article, one of our librarians who won a grant from the Library Association of Singapore to attend a conference in France shares 

her interesting experiences.  

Come and explore the library or make an appointment with our librarians who will show you the various tricks on searching resources in and outside the library. 

Seokkwan

Head/LIBRIS



Platform  What is it?

WebOPAC
 A catalogue of resources that the library has, such as book  (both print and electronic) titles, journal (both print and  electronic) titles and audio-visual 

materials titles.

Periodical 

 Databases
 Online multi-disciplinary or subject-specific platforms that  provide references to articles from serials publications.

e-Journal  Portal  A platform that facilitates retrieval of electronic journals from  across subscribed and selected open access resources.

NIE Digital 

 Repository

 A repository of NIE publications and research output,  including dissertations/theses, examination papers, technical  reports, working papers, 

conference papers and journal  articles.

LibDiscover!
 A one-stop discovery platform that searches across the  library catalogue, subscribed and selected open access  resources and NIE digital 

repository.

Google  Scholar  A web search engine that retrieves references to scholarly  literature across an array of publishing formats and  disciplines.

What you are looking for Where to search for it

Book/journal/video titles or topics WebOPAC

Electronic journal titles e-Journal Portal

Articles on specific topics  Periodical Databases

NIE publications or research output NIE Digital Repository

Article titles or full citations or topics LibDiscover!

Grey literature or papers not available in NIE/NTU Google Scholar

START ON YOUR RESEARCH LIKE AN EXPERT
18 Sep 2014  Comments: 

Start on Your Research like an Expert

Seated in front of your computer, all set to begin on your research but not sure how you are going to find the information you want?  Before you imagine research to be a 

bigger nightmare than it really is, the library is here to help you!

Piling up the books may not be a good way to start your research

First of all, it is important to know the various platforms available for you to conduct your search in.

Secondly, it helps to know which platform to select, depending on the information that you have on hand. This will ensure that the search does not end in disappointment.

Thirdly, refer to search guides or online help pages provided by the various platforms to make your search better. Here are some links to get you started.

• WebOPAC search operators and search tips

• Periodical Database Search Guides

• E-Journal Portal Help page

• NIE Digital Repository Help page

• LibDiscover! Help on Searching

• Google Scholar Help page

Hopefully, with these aids your research will not seem such a daunting task. Contact your friendly librarians at 6790-3623 or libref@nie.edu.sg if you have further queries.

Have fun and success with your searching! 

~ nenny



YOUR CALL FOR HELP IN PLANNING YOUR LESSONS ANSWERED
18 Sep 2014 Comments: 

Picture this scenario: you are preparing your lesson plans and need to familiarise yourself with the syllabuses and classroom materials used in Singapore schools. Where do 

you start?

Here’s where we should be able to help! The Library has a collection of both the Ministry of Education (MOE) syllabuses and the instructional materials such as teacher’s 

guides, textbooks and activity books/workbooks used in local classrooms.

The latest editions of syllabuses are kept in the red-spot section (Reserves, Level 2). For primary school subject syllabuses, the call number is LB1557.S55, followed by the 

first 3 letters of the subject, e.g., LB1557.S55 Mat is for mathematics. The call number for secondary school subject syllabuses is LB1609.S55, and is likewise followed by 

the first three letters of the subject. Online access to the subject syllabuses is available at http://www.moe.edu.sg/education/syllabuses/.

The instructional materials are located on Level 3, Right Wing. These books are distinguished by a yellow spot on the spine below the call number. A handy call number 

guide is at http://libris.nie.edu.sg/call-number-guide-instructional-materials.

We hope you will find the information helpful in your lesson planning.

~ yvonne



THERE'S A LIBRARY SPACE TO SUIT YOUR EVERY NEED
18 Sep 2014 Comments: 

There’s a Library Space to Suit Your Every Need

As you start your programme here at NIE, you will be reassured to know that the library is all ready to support you in your studies.  Here are some facilities which you might 

want to check out.

Get Access to Online Resources - Research Commons [Level 2, Right wing]

Need a workstation to find a journal article?  The Research Commons is the place for you.  It is equipped with 16 notebooks which you can book for a half-hour one-hour 

slot each time at the booking kiosk in the corner (duration updated on 6 Jul 2015).  The notebooks are also installed with applications such as Microsoft Office, Endnote, and 

selected software for you to do a quick touch-up of your assignments before sending them to the network printer.  Refer to the guide on booking procedure and FAQs on 

network printing for more information.

Notebooks are available for your use  in searching online resources

Preview CDs - Listening Stations [Level 2, Left wing, Reserves]

Ever borrowed a music CD on the strength of its cover, only to regret it later?  Fear not!  The library has set up listening stations to enable you to “pre-listen” to CDs before 

borrowing them.  Use with headphones to avoid disturbing other library users.  You can find a guide on how to use the listening stations posted next to the equipment as 

well as online.  For loan of headphones, please approach staff at the counter.

Have a pre-listen before borrowing the music CD!

Collaborate - Pods and Discussion Room [Level 3]

Need a place for your group discussion, project work or presentation rehearsal?  Some place where you can project your awesome slides to wow your team members? 

 Look no further than our Pods and discussion room.  Book them through the Library Facilities Booking System at the OPAC terminals at Level 2. The guide to the booking 

system is next to the terminals.  Not in the library?  Then simply drop an email request to libref@nie.edu.sg.



Booking the Discussion Room and Pods is now a breeze

With these spaces and more, the library hopes to be your partner in learning all through your course of study here at NIE!

~ nenny



MINI-FAIR WITH MEGA-TREATS
18 Sep 2014 Comments: 

The Library Awareness Mini-Fair is one of the highlights of our library calendar. This year the red-letter days were August 13 and 14.  The aim of the fair is to raise the 

awareness and use of library resources and services among NIE students.  Leveraging on the sparkling learning spaces that have sprung up in the library, the fair was 

rebooted to include new attractions such as demonstrations, tours and a treasure hunt.

Festive balloons make this a fair to remember.

Eye-catching footprints and colourful balloons lured many a curious student into the Learning Pods on level 3.  There they were dazzled by snappy demonstrations 

showcasing tips on how to search for library resources and use library tools.  Limited-edition (i.e. limited to the number that we printed with the 3D printer) bookmarks were 

given away as souvenirs.

Participants picking up useful research tips at pod 

demos

Visitors to the fair were invited on tours to familiarise them with the library’s recent physical transformations.

Students getting to know our learning spaces on the library tour

To encourage students to find out more about the library, a treasure hunt was organised.  It enticed them to look for answers, both physically and online, to questions on the 

library’s resources, services and facilities.  Glittering prizes awaited the most plugged-in contestants.



Intrepid explorers who found their treasure ~ winners of the treasure hunt!

Visitors to the fair were encouraged to sign up for a series of library instruction classes held from 26 Aug to 3 Sep 2014.  Participants were taught painless ways to use the 

library WebOPAC, databases, e-books and EndNote.  These skills should help students become independent learners as they embark on their programme of study.

An hour spent on receiving library instruction saves days of fruitless searching!

Having lapped up so much brain food, satiated visitors left the fair, eyes shining with erudition and eager to ace their first assignments.

~ hilary



BOOK RECOMMENDATION
18 Sep 2014 Comments: 

From nurturing plants to growing teachers. – Singapore : National Institute of Education, 2014.

Call number: LG395.S52 Fro

This book is a timely celebration of the contributions made to NIE by Prof Lee Sing Kong, who served as Director, NIE, from 2006-2014. Prof Lee joined NIE as a Senior 

Lecturer in the School of Science in 1991. Before entering the education arena, Prof Lee had already established himself in his original field of horticulture, having earned 

the Public Administration Medal (Bronze) in 1981 through his achievements at the National Parks Board. At that time, he could surely not have foreseen his future change of 

direction from nurturing trees to nurturing educators!

During his term as Director, Prof Lee launched many initiatives. Abbreviations such as TE21 (21st century teacher education model) and V3SK (Values, Skills and 

Knowledge model) soon entered the NIE vocabulary. “Roadmap” and even “jigsaw puzzle” became buzz words on everyone’s lips. Perhaps his most far-reaching (in every 

sense of the word) achievement was the establishment in 2009 of NIE International (NIEI) which offered consultancy services as far afield as United Arab Emirates and 

Qatar in the Middle East. Regionally, and in partnership with Temasek Foundation, NIEI conducted the Educational Leadership Programme for Vietnam.

Besides honouring his accomplishments, this book records many heartfelt accolades to Prof Lee and his style of leadership. We highly recommend that you borrow the book 

and have a look for yourself. You can check for its availability at: http://opac.nie.edu.sg/uhtbin/cgisirsi.exe/x/MAIN/0/5?searchdata1=a552199

 A select bibliography of Prof Lee is also available at this link: http://libris.nie.edu.sg/select-bibliography-professor-lee-sing-kong 

In summary, this publication is a fitting tribute to Prof Lee and his leadership of NIE. We wish him all the best in his new post of Vice President for Education Strategies just 

“across the bridge” at NTU!

~ yvonne



A TALE OF TWO CITIES – A EUROPEAN CONFERENCE EXPERIENCE IN LIMERICK AND LYON
18 Sep 2014 Comments: 

It was a joyful moment when I found out that I would be attending the IFLA 2014 Satellite Meeting on Information Literacy (14 to 15 August in Limerick, Ireland), and the 

IFLA World Library and Information Congress 2014 (16 to 22 August in Lyon, France).

Here are some highlights from my trip:

Presentation Sessions

Some key learning points:

Get closer to users – understand the research process of students and faculty and deliver a better service through one-on-one in situ interviews or focus groups

Less is more – reduce information overload in instruction sessions by introducing basic concepts and encouraging further explorations

Embedded librarianship - embed information literacy into the curriculum to increase visibility and impact

Library as a space not just for consumption but for creation - get users involved in content creation to encourage creativity and build partnership

Trade and Poster Exhibitions

At the Trade Exhibition, representatives from libraries and vendors set up over 100 booths to showcase their latest product and service offerings. At the Poster Exhibition, 

over 200 posters from various libraries all over the world were displayed. 

Library Tour of the Bibliothèque Municipale de Lyon Part-Dieu (Lyon Municipal Library)



Knowledge Café 

The session topic on “Learning Challenges for Librarians and Library Managers” was conducted in a Knowledge Café style.

Conclusion

At the end of conference, I could not wait to return home to Singapore to share my experiences and ideas. Indeed, this overseas conference has not only exposed me to 

new cultures and sights but also offered me many opportunities to gain greater awareness and insights in my fields of interest.

Special thanks to the Library Association of Singapore (LAS) Awards Committee for awarding me the grant to attend the conference, and to Head of NIE Library, Mrs Wan 

Yeoh Seok Kwan, for facilitating my official leave request.

~ stephanie
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